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... because the Jewish part of Jewish life is worth fighting for.

Community is at the heart of what we do. 

We work hand-in-hand with Jewish communities around the world, empowering 
them to realize their own dreams and care for their most vulnerable. This means 
giving Jews from Minsk to Mumbai pathways to express their Jewish identity 
and encouraging grassroots efforts that welcome Jews of all ages and 
backgrounds to claim their stake in — and shape — the Jewish future. 

Our global Jewish service program, where young volunteers support their fellow 
Jews and others in need, is the largest in the world — and growing. We are building 
new generations of leaders who are poised to take on the challenges of tomorrow 
and inspired to act on the value of global Jewish responsibility. 

Living Jewish values is how we sustain Jewish life. It’s why the future of Jewish 
life needs us now.

We  
Cultivate  
a Jewish  
Future

82,000+ 
In the 1980s, as JDC regained entry to countries 
throughout Central and Eastern Europe, we 
added Jewish cultural and training components 
to our social welfare activities wherever possible, 
taking advantage of every opportunity to nurture 
the beginnings of a Jewish reawakening well 
before the fall of communism.

The 3,100  
young Jews

in the remarkable and rapidly expanding Active 
Jewish Teens network—with chapters today in 
63 cities and counting in the former Soviet 
Union—are a shining example of the goals we 
are striving to reach as we cultivate a Jewish 
future throughout these regions. 

WHEN COVID-19 STRUCK,  
we moved quickly to bring Jewish life online, 
pioneering digital programming like Zoom 
challah-baking at the Warsaw JCC and a 
Shabbat celebration in the FSU that drew  
850 community members from 10 countries.

PEOPLE CONNECT WITH THEIR  
JEWISH IDENTITY, VALUES, AND  
COMMUNITY through JDC each year.

25,000+ Camp Szarvas 
alumni are the vanguard for a 
bright Jewish future in Europe 
and beyond.
Camp Szarvas and its ripple effect has 
transformed European Jewish life.

•   It hosts 1,600 Jewish campers aged 6-18 
from over 25 countries every summer,  
many of whom remain the first in their  
families to embrace, explore, and connect  
to their Jewish identities.

•   Through Yesod– a JDC partnership with the 
Schusterman Family Foundation and 
Rothschild Foundation Hanadiv for Jewish 
professional leaders in Europe – JDC helped 
expand its peer learning and community of 
practice that included 45 individuals from 15 
countries to rethink Jewish camping in Europe.

•   13,700 adults in the US were reached with 
JDC Entwine virtual programming.

 All proof points are illustrative and do  
not represent all of JDC’s programs

In 1987, JDC established the Jewish Service Corps, 
placing young Jewish professionals and recent 
college graduates in JDC programs around the world 
to strengthen local Jewish communities and fulfill 
humanitarian needs. Today, JSC is part of 
JDC Entwine, our young adult platform,  
which offers global service, educational, and 
leadership opportunities that are building a 
generation of young Jews who are driven by 
Jewish responsibility at their core.
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